
WEEK 5 (4th MAY-10th May) 

Class VI (2020-21) 

Chapter 4: Basic Geometrical Ideas (cont.) 

 Bulletpoints 

• A polygon is a simple closed curve made of line 

segments. 

• The line segments forming a polygon are known as 

sides of the polygon. 

• The points on a polygon at which two sides meet 

are known as vertices of the polygon. 

• Diagonals are line segments  joining a vertex of a 

polygon with all the non-consecutive vertices.  

 

• A triangle is the simplest polygon made of 3 sides. 

• A triangle has 3 sides, 3 angles and 3 vertices. 

• A quadrilateral is a 4-sided polygon. Eg: square, 

rectangle, etc. 

• A quadrilateral has 4 sides, 4 angles and 4 vertices. 

• A circle is a simple closed curve that is not a polygon. 

• Parts of a circle are centre, radius, diameter, chord, arc, 

segment, sector. 

 

 

• The distance around a circle is its circumference. 
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E-BOOK/VIDEO 

LINKS 

https://youtu.be/BPnP_EEZvQc 

https://youtu.be/_FePMftX6QM 
https://youtu.be/8gAnoPilk8o 
https://youtu.be/UeKN5-ogFTs 

Period 1 Read from page no 79 to 81in your textbook. 

https://youtu.be/BPnP_EEZvQc
https://youtu.be/_FePMftX6QM
https://youtu.be/8gAnoPilk8o
https://youtu.be/UeKN5-ogFTs


Solve Ex:4.4  

One has been done for you as below, try the remaining ones by yourself. 

Q1. Draw a rough sketch of a triangle ABC. Mark a point P in the interior and a point 

Q in the exterior.Is the point A in the interior or the exterior. 

Ans: Point A is on the triangle. 

 
 

Period 2 Read pages 80 and 81 in your textbook and solve Ex 4.5 in your classwork copy. One 

has been done for you as below, try the remaining ones by youself. 

Q1. Draw a rough sketch of a quadrilateral PQRS. Draw its diagonals. Name them. Is 

the meeting point of the diagonals in the interior or the exterior of the quadrilateral? 

 

 
Ans: The diagonals are PR and QS. The diagonals meet in the interior of the 

quadrilateral PQRS. 

Period 3 Solve Ex: 4.6 (Q no 1 and 2) in your classwork copy. One has been done for you as 

below, try the remaining ones by yourself. 

Q1. From the figure identify the following: 

Ans: (a) the centre of the circle is O      (e) two points in interior are O, P 

         (b) three radii are OA, OB, OC     (f) a point in its exterior is Q 

         (c) a diameter is AC                       (g) a sector is the area inside AOB   

         (d) a chord is DE                            (h) a segment is the area inside E and D  

        

Period 4 Refer to the bulletpoints and the link given below and solve Ex: 4.6 (Q no 3 and 4) in 

your classwork copy. 

https://youtu.be/T471m6Hy_Zk 

Period 5 Revision test from Ex4.1 to Ex4.3 

Period 6 Revision test from Ex4.4 to Ex4.6 

 

 Practice test: 

https://youtu.be/T471m6Hy_Zk


1. In a quadrilateral WXYZ, write any one pair of opposite sides and one pair of adjacent 

angles. 
2. Give two examples of a sector from your everyday life. 
3. Which is the simplest polygon? 
4. Draw a rough diagram to show the diagonals inside a 5-sided polygon.. 
5. Name all the triangles in the given figure. 

 

 

 

 

6. Can the chord of a circle lie outside a circle, under any 

circumstances? 
7. Name any 5 angles from the figure given. 

 

 

8. How many diameters does a circle have? 

9. Name the polygon having 4 sides. 

10. Draw a circle and label the following: 

(a) A chord   (b)  A sector   (c) A radius. 

************************************** 

 


